
Notification

1 505 747

Transaction Type: Registration
Office of Origin: CH
Original Language (1=English, 3=French, 4=Spanish): 3
Expiry Date: 31.05.2029
Date of Recordal: 11.12.2019
Notification Date: 26.12.2019
Effective Date: 31.05.2019
Office Reference: BFR
Instrument Contracting Party Designated (Protocol/Agreement): P

Holder's Details:
Verisure Sàrl

Chemin Jean-Baptiste Vandelle 3/3 A
CH-1290 Versoix

CH
Entitlement (Establishment): CH
Legal Nature: Société à Responsabilité Limitée

Place Incorporated: Suisse
Correspondence Address:Y

Representative's Details: WEINMANN ZIMMERLI Apollostrasse 2, Postfach CH-8032 Zürich CH

Mark duration: 10
Vienna: 05.05, 27.05, 29.01050520050521270510290113

Mark in Colour

Colours Claimed: Red (Pantone Red 185) and grey (Cool Grey 1, 3, 5, 8 and 11)

Basic List - NCL(11-2019):
06 Doors, gates, windows and window coverings of metal; locks and keys of metal; locking cylinders of

metal; metal security lock cylinders; metal safety shutters; safes and strongrooms of metal.
09 Signaling devices; alarm signal receivers and transmitters; alarms and warning equipment; alarms; alarm
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systems; burglar and anti-theft alarms; electric fire alarms and smoke detectors; fire extinguishing
apparatus; life-saving devices; personal electronic alarm devices; electric and electronic doorbells;
security alarms; personal security alarms; alarm systems, security alarms and security alarm systems;
central alarm units; display and alarm apparatus; alarm monitoring systems; alarm electronic indicator
panels; control panels and keypads for security alarms; wireless control panels and keypads for security
alarms; security control and security monitoring device; safety warning device; electric and electronic
security alarms; access control devices; electronic and biometric devices and installations for access
control; automatic and electric access control units; sound recording apparatus; identity verification
apparatus; identity verification apparatus, namely, encoded identity cards, magnetic identity cards,
fingerprint readers, devices for facial and voice recognition, PIN code readers, electronic tags and
electronic security tags; data storage devices and access control devices, only for protection against
burglary, fire, attacks, physical damage and theft; cards encoded with security features for identification
purposes, only for protection against burglary, fire, attacks, physical damage and theft; inductive readers,
card readers, inductive carriers and data carriers, only for protection against burglary, fire, attacks,
physical damage and theft; automatic safety barriers; measuring, detecting and monitoring indicators,
regulators and instruments; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; sensors and detectors; wireless
sensors; electric and electronic sensors; digital sensors; infrared sensors, active and passive infrared
sensors; alarm sensors; heat sensors; smoke sensors; fire sensors; temperature sensors; gas sensors;
photosensitive sensors; motion sensors; displacement sensors; position sensors; pressure sensors;
photoelectric sensor; sensors for detecting objects; LED detection sensors; microwave-type intrusion
sensors; optical sensors; motion sensors for security lighting; smoke detectors; fire detection apparatus;
fire alarm installations; heat detectors; motion detectors; leak detectors; laser detectors; infrared detectors;
active and passive infrared detectors; intrusion detection devices; apparatus for detecting the opening and
closing of doors; telecommunication apparatus and mobile and digital telecommunication apparatus, only
for protection against burglary, fire, attacks, physical damage and theft; interconnection apparatus; signal
processing apparatus and instruments, audio apparatus and audio receivers, video apparatus and video
receivers, optical apparatus and instruments for monitoring, remote control and alarm functions;
apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of network-machine communication; television,
video, telephone and radar units; radar systems, apparatus and screens; electric cells and batteries; plug-in
connectors and electric plug-in connectors; cameras; digital cameras; infrared cameras; security cameras;
surveillance cameras, cameras with motion detector; network surveillance cameras; intelligent gateway
for real-time analysis; electronic apparatus and devices for remote control of electronic and electrical
apparatus and household appliances; computer hardware for downloading and updating software for
electronic and electrical apparatus and household appliances; application software; mobile application
software; application software for use with mobile devices; security software; software for the remote
control of security apparatus; software for controlling construction in an environment, access and
protection system; software for the management of alarms, data capture, remote monitoring or remote
control; central measuring units; remote monitoring units; software for the remote control of electronic
and electrical apparatus and household appliances; software for fire detection; intrusion detection systems
(IDS); software for machine-network communication, software for communication in network machines,
software for secure communication in network machines, development software for machine
communication and electronic communication; home automation software; software for building
automation; servers for home automation; artificial intelligence software; all the above software only
regarding protection against burglary, fire, assault, physical damage and theft; electric and electronic
locks.

11 Smoke machines (artificial smoke machines).
12 Anti-theft, security and safety devices for vehicles; alarms and alarm system with respect to security for

vehicles; alarms for land vehicles.
36 Insurance services; advice relating to insurance; providing information with respect to insurance, only

regarding protection against burglary, fire, assault, physical damage and theft.
37 Installation, repair, servicing and maintenance of safety and security equipment, security systems and

security devices for vehicles, and telecommunication and intercommunication equipment; services
provided by consultants concerning the installation and maintenance of safety and security equipment,
security devices for vehicles and telecommunication and intercommunication equipment.

38 Telecommunication services; information services concerning telecommunication; advice concerning
telecommunication; services provided by consultants in the field of telecommunication; computer-aided
transmission of messages and images; electronic messaging services; message sending; transmission by
mobile telephone lines, computer terminals and telephones; paging services (radio, telephone, satellite or
other electronic communication services); satellite transmission; rental of message sending apparatus;
rental of modems and other electronic communication devices.

39 Global Positioning System navigation services; location of the position of vehicles and goods.
42 Engineering services; software development, software engineering, software implementation and

installation and maintenance of software, only regarding protection against burglary, fire, assault,
physical damage and theft; design of electronic systems; design and development of security systems;
testing, analysis and evaluation of alarm equipment, alarm operations and methods for the purpose of
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certification, only regarding protection against burglary, fire, assault, physical damage and theft;
certification of services and goods to confirm their compliance with regulatory standards; technical
consultancy in the field of telecommunication.

45 Security services for the protection of material assets and persons; monitoring and alarm monitoring
services, only regarding protection against burglary, fire, assault, physical damage and theft; electronic
surveillance services for security purposes; monitoring of security systems, anti-theft alarms and security
alarms; consulting services in the field of residential security, only regarding protection against burglary,
fire, assault, physical damage and theft; verification services for alarms and intervention subsequent to the
triggering thereof; security guarding services for installations for security purposes, security guarding
services for departures and arrivals of individuals; locating of persons and animals; rental of alarm
equipment and security equipment; verification of compliance with quality standards; awarding quality
labels; Locating stolen goods; information with respect to security, only regarding protection against
burglary, fire, assault, physical damage and theft; personal bodyguard services; legal services.

Basic Registration Details: 04.12.2018, 731764.

Priority details: CH, 04.12.2018, 731764.

Protocol Designations: AU, CO, EM, GB, IL, MX, NO, NZ, SG, TR, US.

Protocol Designations (Article 9sexies): CN.
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